
Managed 
Security 
Platform 
Services

A critical component of most organisations cyber security 

defences is their security incident response capability, and their 

SOC team. That team relies on a set of tools like SIEM, SOAR 

and UEBA to provide real-time insight, analysis and control.

Our Managed Platform Engineering Service for SIEM, SOAR 

and UEBA helps organisations with in-house Security Incident 

Management and SOC teams to get the best out of their SOC 

tools without retaining their own specialist engineering team.
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WHY 
RIVERSAFE
RiverSafe is an award-winning consultancy - named 

Splunk’s Professional Services Partner of the Year in 

2015, 2017 and 2018 – and a trusted partner for many 

high-profile technology companies such as Palo Alto 

Networks, Exabeam and AWS. Our extensive technology 

credentials mean we can provide the expertise needed 

to maximise any investment to ensure better, stronger, 

more reliable solutions. In fact, we have helped some of 

the UK’s largest organisations improve their operations, 

making them more productive, profitable, competitive 

and secure.

The specialist skills needed to manage an enterprise scale 

SIEM, SOAR or UEBA platform are relatively hard to find, 

and when it comes to delivering a consistent service level, 

one expert is never enough. The crisis always seems to 

arrive just when the expert isn’t available. 

Our service delivers both the specialist skills and resource 

levels to deliver all of the vital maintenance to keep your 

SOC tools running effectively without any of the resourcing 

headaches to go along with it.

Our collaborative and flexible approach means you have the 

resource you need, whenever you need it, whilst retaining 

control of the full security incident management lifecycle.

When organisations invest in complex, enterprise tools like 

SIEM, SOAR and UEBA, they do so to give themselves the 

best chance of responding effectively to security concerns.  

Those tools operate most successfully when a suitable 

regime of maintenance tasks is put in place

When organisations invest in complex, enterprise tools like 

SIEM, SOAR and UEBA, they do so to give themselves the 

best chance of responding effectively to security concerns. 

The specific tasks vary by platform type, but some of the 

key tasks you can expect Riversafe to proactively tackle are: 

Platform Fault Resolution 

Performance and Stability Monitoring

Keeping software components up to date

Routine protective maintenance tasks like index 

management and data aging.

Implement Operational Status Indicators

Event Source Onboarding Checks

Orchestrations target onboarding checks

We can cover all of the engineering tasks listed above, but 

we know all organisations are different, so we have flexible 

service level commitments to meet your needs.

HOW WE HELP WHAT WE DO

Our services can be delivered by on or offsite 

resources depending on the specific requirements of 

the customer and we can deliver a range of ongoing 

support activities that we offer on an SLA basis. This 

includes out of hours on call services, so we can 

assist with emergencies or unforeseen outages. It 

also includes regular platform maintenance such as 

installing patches and updates, monitoring, health 

checks and so on.
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Important to any managed service are the 

performance levels of the service provider. 

RiverSafe has created SLA’s specific to what we 

believe are the most critical tasks associated with 

the management of each platform.

Our baseline service sees response times as quick 

as 15 minutes for critical scenarios.

We also understand that every business is different, 

and that allowing SLA’s to be tailored from the 

baseline to the needs of each environment is vital 

to creating a service that works for everyone.

*covered by service units

We’ve developed a distinctive approach to ensuring the health of SIEM, 

SOAR and UEBA platforms – Our RPI Framework. By performing analysis 

across five core domains, we are able to gain a deep insight into the 

health of the platform.

Functional Performance – Making sure the core functions of the system 

are operating normally end to end.

Integrity Checks – Checking that datastores, executables and hardware 

are appropriate to the long term successful operation of the platform.

System Profiling – Ensuring that the hardware and operating system 

are optimized

Component Monitoring – Validating that specific components are 

present and functioning normally.

Protective Maintenance – Undertaking the tasks that ensure the 

platform continues to operate normally and does not degrade over time.

SERVICE PERFORMANCE RIVERSAFE PLATFORM INTELLIGENCE



RiverSafe is a leading cyber security intelligence partner, 

supporting companies to put security at the heart of business 

operations & yield actionable business insight. Proudly supporting 

some of the world’s biggest companies -– including Vodafone, Sky 

and BP.

Our expertise in both cyber solutions and our longstanding 

technology partnerships gives our customers an advantage over 

evolving threats. We provide perspective on the status of security 

infrastructure and remove existing silos to create a unified view of 

activity and generate better operational outcomes.

For more information please visit:

www.riversafe.co.uk

Riversafe can provide a free Managed Services evaluation for your 

SIEM, SOAR or UEBA platform to help you understand the benefits of a 

service like ours.

If you’re already convinced of the benefits, and want to start a 

conversation about this, contact us at

We offer a comprehensive capability to enable our customers 

to accelerate time to value, derisk deployment and manage 

business risks.

• Passionate about customer success

• Flexible, highly skilled resources

• Comprehensive suite of services

• Collaborative

• Proven track record

• Vendor endorsed

A B O U T  R I V E R S A F E

G E T  I N  T O U C H

W H Y  R I V E R S A F E
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At the core of our ethos in delivering all of our service is the 

importance of us being available to do whatever is needed, 

whenever it’s required. We’ve designed our service delivery 

approach to ensure that we are always ready when our customers 

need us, and flexible in how we can help them. 

SIEM, SOAR and UEBA infrastructures are also incredibly varied, 

both with varying vendor platforms and deployment scenarios. 

Our Service has been designed to work with Cloud deployments, 

Data Centre environments and Hybrid scenarios, so however you 

work, we can help.

We also deliver our service on a broad range of vendor platforms, 

including Splunk, Exabeam and Palo Alto, so whichever technology 

choice was best for you, we can help.

WORKING TOGETHER


